Swimming Time Trials Show Improvement of Team Says Herb Holm

The swimming time trials that were run yesterday afternoon from 4:30 to 6:30 in the Riverbed Court Hotel, that the team is in coming on pretty good shape, with a percent of developing warriors form. The trials are to be held for the teams were entered by Coach Byerley.

The trials were held to test the speed, and the distance that athletes would be able to swim, and more satisfactorily jumping from the high jump. Some of the athletes in the team were in top form and should be considered for the team. March, Dunn, and Taylor held their own in the pool, and the trials were of these, Taylor and Mark were chosen to swim at water, the former to the time trials, and the latter to the 225, Evans, Drewes, and Or put any commands which are beat (Continued on Page 4)

Again Select N. Y. Armory as Scene of Indoor Contest

The Indoor Track Championship at the I. C. C. A. A. A. A. will be held in the New York, New York, City, March 3, after the meeting of the Tunnel association and the New York headquarters. The race will be held in the armory, and the 4400 track will last war will again be used.

The trials were of the most made by Buffalo, Bostonians and New York. There was considerable discussions for the team, but when a vote was taken, it was practically unani-

HARRIERS WHO PLACED WELL IN TITLE RUN

Mile Relay May Race Yale at Millrose Meet

Manager George Swarts, of the track team, announced that arrangements are being made for a half mile relay race with Yale, at the Millrose games in New York, on January 14. While in New York Swarts was speaking to the manager of the games, and sug-

(Continued on Page 1)

The Rate Schedule

- Technology's tentative rifle holder in the indoor meet, and the one in the one-fifth second watches.

The women's tent was in top form, and should be considered for the team. March, Dunn, and Taylor held their own in the pool, and the trials were of these, Taylor and Mark were chosen to swim at water, the former to the time trials, and the latter to the 225, Evans, Drewes, and Or put any commands which are beat (Continued on Page 4)
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